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PRODUCTION ONE LTD offers your organization an opportunity to partner with us in our presentation of
the country’s premier, open-air Jazz Concert and to benefit from the synergies to be obtained through an
alignment with us.
A strategic partner-relationship with us offers the following benefits:
• An opportunity for enhanced Brand imaging and penetration, through positive exposure to an annually
expanding audience;
• An opportunity to reach a desirable demographic, comprised of several corporate and professional
decision makers, during a focused six-hour period, in a relaxed atmosphere, at an unique open-air
event;
• Alignment with an established production Company that specializes in the production and presentation
of live-music entertainment;
• Preferred and privileged access to all of our other productions.
Specifically, Production One Ltd now invites you to consider partnering with us, as we present the 10th annual
edition of Jazz Artists on the Greens™, scheduled for Saturday 24th March, 2012.
• Jazz Artists on the Greens™ has been successfully presented annually since 2003 and is now considered
“a true, must attend, social-calendar event” for a growing cadre of upwardly-mobile local patrons;
• The Event has also been attracting a growing contingent of foreign (both regional and international)
patrons;
• The Event hosts an annual live audience of approximately 1,000 patrons, comprised in the main of
consumers within an age range of 22 – 60, and with average annual incomes estimated at upwards of
TT$200,000.00;
• Prospective Corporate Partners are invited to avail themselves of the truly unique promotional and
advertising opportunities for both product and corporate imaging offered directly and/or peripherally,
by aligning with this open-air event that attracts several corporate and professional decision makers.
Corporate Partnership Packages, ranging from $10,000.00 to $100,000.00 are detailed at page 7;
• Prospective Corporate Partners are invited to consider traditional advertising methods, such as:
• brand exposure and corporate name visibility via traditional media;
• on-site signage and recognition.
• Pre-event, on-air competitions; and
• Product and related literature give-aways and/or special door prizes on the day of the show.
• New in 2012 are the Enhanced Partnership value-adding opportunities detailed on page 6.
• And, further, if you do not see a package that immediately suits your needs or budget, Production One
Ltd.would be happy to consider a package, tailor-made to your specs.
Registered in 2003, Production One Ltd. is committed to the top quality production of high-profile
LIVE MUSIC events and to expanding the audience for live music genres throughout Trinidad and Tobago
and the wider Caribbean. In addition to fulfilling the role of a traditional concert promoter, Production One
Ltd. now also specializes in providing opportunities for partnerships by adding value to events through
sophisticated marketing, advertising, design, public relations and the production of collateral media.
Registered Office: 3 Irish Avenue, Glencoe, Trinidad and Tobago ● Registered Number: P 2087 (95)
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eaning towards the Caribbean Jazz idiom
for inspiration, Jazz Artists on the Greens ™
has grown into the largest Caribbean jazz
event in Trinidad and Tobago with the potential to
expand further. On Saturday March 24, 2012, the
event will celebrate its tenth anniversary, a milestone
in the entertainment industry locally and regionally
which points to its validity as an entertainment option
here. The demise and decline in 2011 of a number
of similar events, in Barbados and Cayman Islands
for example, signal an opportunity for local corporate
entities and entrepreneurs to have confidence that
this product from Production One Ltd. has legs.
Founded in 2003, Jazz Artists on the Greens™
has grown from strength to strength, ever widening
its base of regional performers and its audience. As it
evolves in the new decade of the 21st century, its initial
purpose of exposing as many new patrons and young
musicians as possible to Jazz has been expanded to
include becoming a major platform for the expression
of Caribbean Jazz artistes, based locally, regionally and
internationally. The high demand by artistes for spots
on the show will allow for the inclusion of surprise
guests to be confirmed closer to the date. Suffice it to
say, with the increased options in the marketplace
for live music lovers, Production One Ltd. has focused

on the improvement of the concert experience for the
patron and artiste from production value to marketing
opportunities.
Apart from the idea that jazz can be listened to
on mats, blankets and lounge chairs while sipping
wine and consuming tender victuals, the “atmosphere
of lavish escapism” attendant on the various jazz
festivals in the Caribbean including Tobago, has not
taken hold on the Greens. This informal setting has
helped remove much of the mystique that seemed
to surround the genre. The slow-growth organic
model of a Jazz Artists on the Greens™ is a winning
template as opposed to the hit-and-run approach
of Plymouth Jazz Festival with imported superstars
and no permanent footprint beyond a specific profit
margin.
Jazz Artists on the Greens ™ is the signal
event that begins a jazz season in the Caribbean
preceding Tobago and St. Lucia by days and weeks,
respectively, and it allows us to hear the possibilities
of jazz transformed from the American response to
the blues with improvisation into a renewed inversion
of Caribbean rhythms on improvised melodies. Jazz
Artists on the Greens ™ has grown from a couple
hundred limers on the lawn to thousands on the
greens.

event details

As with previous editions, the 2012 event
promises a powerful mix of contemporary Caribbean
Jazz styles, delivered by some of the most talented
performers to grace our stages.
2012’s line-up includes Dominican
Cultural Ambassador, Michele Henderson;
London-based Trinidadian Pannist, Annise
Hadeed and his group comprising Douglas
Reddon (Bass), Theron Shaw (Guitar) and
Richard Bailey (Drums); Carlton “Zanda”
Alexander and The Coal Pot Band; and the charismatic,
lively and eclectic Jazz stylings of SONGBIRD,
Llettesha Sylvester the audience is in for a delightful
treat. Our new SONGBIRDS...live™ stage will be host to
a number of new and upcoming acts.
The event is again being hosted at the
spacious accommodation at the bucolic Greens
at Farm Road in St. Joseph. This well-lit, secure
facility also offers adequate off-the-road parking for
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Now I will be honest to all readers here, I don’t particularly
like Jazz music, however I do enjoy particularly good music,
and this evening I was truly given great music.
—www.TriniJungleJuice.com
This show has to be the best kept secret in the Caribbean, it
is the only true Jazz Festival I can think of in the region.
—Ebe Gilkes, Jazz Artist (Barbados)
Jazz Artists on the Greens can only be described as a well
co-ordinated event. The ambience was magical, the music
soothing and gratifying especially if you were a Jazz
enthusiast.
— Sales Manager/CTO Supervisor, Continental Airlines (TT)
Rave reviews were received in response to last year’s event
which is not only an indication of the anticipated success of
this year’s concert, but also an indication of the development
of our entertainment and culture niche market.
—Warren Solomon

”
”
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”

patrons’ vehicles.
Over the years we successfully created
a true festival atmosphere, by offering space
to concessionaires who offer food, drinks, CDs,
musical instruments, festival memorabilia
and give-aways. For 2012, the range
of festival-related concessions and
paraphernalia includes local jewelry,
Painters/Artists, other food c a t e r e r s ,
Leather Craft and musical instruments.
Over the past nine (9) years, our event
has received glowing reviews in the press
and encouraging responses from o u r m a n y
patrons who have been attending in increasing
numbers – and we anticipate that 2012’s production
will continue in this vein of success.
For a look at the Event over the years, visit our
event website at http://www.jaotg.org

Marketing Details
Projected Attendance: 1500+
Production One Ltd. will maximize pre- and postevent publicity by issuing material to all local media
outlets. The marketing effort for this Concert covers
all media types, TV, radio, newspapers, social media,
and various promotional materials: direct mailers
(10,000+), signage, advertisements, newsletters, web
page and handouts. Budgeted cost for mainstream
media is TT$80,000.00 covering electronic and print
media. We are securing a number of media partners
to assist in promoting the Concert as follows:
• Broadcast Radio with multiple frequencies
across broad racial demographic, and regional
distribution - 132 x, 45-seconds ads daily, 4
weeks prior: $25,000 spend
• National daily Newspaper with distribution of
50,000 copies daily - 10 x, 5-column ads, 3
weeks prior: $40,000 spend
• Free-to-air television station plugs - 1 week prior:
$10,000 spend
• Internet radio - 45-second spots daily for two
months prior: $5,000 spend.

JAOTG FACTS
2011 Corporate Partners include:

2011 Media Partners include:

Market Research
Research at the Jazz Artists on the Greens ™ has
confirmed that the aspects of the event which people
like the most are:
• General atmosphere and location in the east
away from the city centre with relaxed attractive
environment
Additionally, the marketing campaign will utilise
various modes of communication reaching local, • Creative original music
regional, and international media, including the • High-end lobster meals and fine wine for sale
• Involvement in catering from local restaurants
following strategies:
•
A Public Relations campaign targeting key
media outlets throughout the Additionally, people have identified that they would like
to see the following improved or added to the event:
country
•
E-mail marketing campaign • More music/entertainment from diaspora artists
to all subscribers of Production One • More catering options but keeping high quality
Ltd.’s website, 10,000 names
•
Web marketing through NEW FOR 2012!
key media and social media • Enhanced Partnership options including:
• VIP All-Inclusive Corporate Tent Package
networking websites (Facebook
• Sponsored B-Stage, the SONGBIRDS...live™ Stage
& Twitter) and other related
• Broader catering packages
music sites.
•
Grass-roots marketing • Regional marketing via Caribbean-wide media
houses and internet radio.
through our affiliates - 10,000+
mailers/flyers distributed 5
weeks prior
For MORE information
•
SMS Text Messaging
and tickets, scan the
campaign offering prize
QR Code with your
competitions and driving
smartphone to be
online ticket sales.
mobile ready!

ENHANCED partnership options
Production One Ltd. is constantly on the lookout for opportunities for Corporate Partners seeking to add value
to their products and services. Our brand, Jazz Artists on the Greens™, has developed a solid reputation in
its niche. Using objective measures such as attendance, media coverage and track record, and subjective
standards of quality, legitimacy, relevance and authenticity, our premier product has proven to be an ideal
property for merchandising, promotional and advertising opportunities. Opportunities are available for multiyear commitments. You are invited to take advantage of this value-adding opportunity.
Corporate Hospitality Package - $70,000.00

Looking for an exciting way to entertain your best
clients or special guests? We have the perfect
facilities to tackle your needs. Book a private Jazz
picnic in a VIP Corporate Hospitality Tent on the
Greens Deck, just yards from the gate. Most
companies recognise the benefits of sponsorship
in terms of marketing but the corporate hospitality
benefits, being less obviously measurable, may be
overlooked. VIP Corporate Hospitality Tents provide
secure covered sites for guest, client or employee
entertainment with private parking near the tents,
and expansive views of the stages,

CORPORATE HOSPITALITY PACKAGE/VIP AREA
Proposed design. Subject to change.

Package includes:
• Admission for 20 persons;
• Premium parking (4 spaces);
• Food and drink, all-inclusive experience with wait
staff;
• Private executive comfort stations;
• Branded 20’ x 20’ tent;
• Opportunity to engage sponsorship through
show specific activities pre-approved with show
management as desired.

SONGBIRDS...live™ Stage Sponsorship - $70,000.00

• 10’ X 10’ tent for recruiting, interaction,
promotions and giveaways
• Right to use show name and logo in conjunction
with stage sponsorship in all advertising prior to
date of show
• Sponsorship signage with corporate name and
logo displayed at sponsored stage
• Opportunity to engage sponsorship through
show specific activities pre-approved with show
management as desired
• “(Your Business Name) SONGBIRDS...live™
Stage” or “SONGBIRDS...live™ stage sponsored
by (Your Business Name)” in commercial
advertising initiated by Production One Ltd. and
relating to activities/entertainment associated
with stage sponsored
• Commercial advertising may include TV, radio
and newsprint (4 column ads or larger), in
addition to show promotional materials such
as show posters, direct mail pieces and show
programmes
• Stage Sponsorship mention in all news releases
generated for show when mentioning stage (as
outlined above under commercial advertising)
• Complimentary tickets to show
• PA announcements at every break of show
recognizing business as sponsor of specific
stage and entertainment/activity on sponsored
stage.
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Brand Exposure
Branding on Press Photo wall 1
Branding on printed collateral including

• Flyers
• Event Programme
• Tickets
• Posters

On-Site Signage and Recognition
On-site Signage

• Stage – Side (x2)
• Greens’ Perimeter – banners, flags

Other on-site marketing opportunities 2
• Swag-bag provider
• On-stage hamper giveaway

Corporate Name Visibility & Media Recognition 3
Print and Electronic Media

• Television ads
• Magazine
• Newspaper/Press release
• Radio Ads
• Website

Inclusion in Pre-event promotional activities
Hospitality
Complimentary tickets
Premium Parking 4
Corporate Hospitality Package/VIP Tickets 5

Package Value
Your Investment
Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Press Photo Wall – Photo opportunity wall with background that displays partner’s brand or logo;
Other On-site marketing opportunities – Partner may distribute product related flyers, etc. either through hand-outs by the
partner’s own representatives or by placement at the event entrance;
Corporate Name Visibility & Media Recognition – Partner Designation and Logo placement, where applicable;
Premium Parking – Corporate Partners will be entitled to reserved parking spaces in a specially designated parking area. (The
number of reserved spaces available to each Partner is dependent on the Partnership package purchased);
Corporate Hospitality Package/VIP Tickets - Access to VIP Platform and related hospitality package, limited to the number
of VIP tickets indicated. This is in addition to the number of Complimentary General Admission Tickets granted at the respective
partnership level.

In-Kind Sponsorships
In Kind Sponsorships consist of a donation of a certain product or service instead of a direct financial
contribution. For example, a hotel may provide rooms for entertainers; a restaurant may provide food, etc.,
in exchange for being recognized as a sponsor. There are numerous possibilities. The “market value” of the
contribution must meet or exceed the specified amount listed in the sponsorship levels described above in
order to qualify for sponsorship status. There can also be a combination of monetary and in-kind contributions.
In-Kind Sponsor benefits will be based on the total market value of the donation and matched with benefits at
the sponsorship levels described.

PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT/ORDER FORM

PARTNER INFORMATION
_______________________________________________
Company Name
_______________________________________________
Contact Name
_______________________________________________
Address
_______________________________________________
Telephone 			
Fax
_______________________________________________
Email Address
_______________________________________________
Website

PAYMENT
Partnerships are awarded on a first-come-first-served
basis. Mail completed form and cheque made out to
Production One Ltd to reach no later than March
10, 2012 to:
Production One Ltd.
PO Box 1919,
Wrightson Road,
Port of Spain, TT
Alternatively, please call Rolf Doyle at
(868) 620-6920 to arrange pick-up of cheque.

PARTNErship opportunities
Major Partnership:
 Diamond Partner: TT$100,000.00		
 Gold Partner: TT$50,000.00
 Silver Partner: TT$25,000.00
 Bronze Partner: TT$10,000.00
________________________________________________
Enhanced Partnership:
 SONGBIRDS...live™ Stage Sponsorship: TT$70,000.00
 Corporate Hospitality Package: TT$70,000.00
In-kind item - list additional items_________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

 In-kind Value $ ____________
 Donation $ _____________
___________________________________________
Souvenir Programme Display Ads:
 Full Page $ 500.00
 1/2 Page $ 250.00

I agree to my organization’s participation as a partner for
Jazz Artists on the Greens™ on March 24, 2012 in Trinidad
and Tobago

Submission Deadlines:
Artwork/Logos/Marketing Material - February 24, 2012
Programme Display Ads - March 17, 2012

_______________________________________________
Print Name, Title, Organization

Ad Specs:
Full-Page - 7.5” x 10” (W x H)
Half-Page - 7.5” x 5” (W x H)

_______________________________________________
Signature
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
For more information, contact Rolf Doyle at (868) 620-6920,
or Renaud Gibbons (868) 750-4587 or email us at
jaotg@productiononeltd.com.

Artwork requirements:
If available, please send an image of your company’s logo as
an .ai or a .jpg or .pdf format (300 DPI minimum resolution) to
jaotg@productiononeltd.com
Only files in the above specified formats will be accepted.
File to be emailed should be less that 10MB in size.

